




Season of Nouvelle Vague:




Koreyoshi Kurahara?s The Warped Ones [Ky?netsu no Kisetsu] ?????? is a Nikkatsu youth film 
that had long been forgotten and rediscovered in the film festival circuit in the ????s. When it was 
originally released, the film was panned; this negative reaction towards the film is closely tied to the 
discourse about the ?Japanese Nouvelle Vague [New Wave]? in film magazines in ????. This paper aims 
to examine what circumstances led to the initial dismissal of The Warped Ones and how Kurahara?s 
film functions as a reactionary statement against the ?Japanese Nouvelle Vague? discourse and post-
war society in general. ???? was a year when the Japanese film industry was obsessed with the Nouvelle 
Vague phenomenon. As the industry suffered a decline in the number of filmgoers, each studio hired 
young filmmakers with the hope that they would produce more films that would appeal to youths. Critics 
first celebrated this survival tactics which gave birth to the ?Japanese Nouvelle Vague? movement and 
resulted in the financial and critical success of Nagisa ?shima?s A Cruel Story of Youth [Seishun Zankoku 
Monogatari] ?????? and Yoshishige Yoshida?s Good-for-Nothing [Rokudenashi] ??????. As the term 
Nouvelle Vague came to be overused in the Japanese media, however, magazines started criticizing 
how ?Japanese Nouvelle Vague? films were mere ?imitations? of the ?authentic? Nouvelle Vague films 
of France. Released under such circumstance, The Warped Ones was criticized for imitating Godard?s 
Breathless ?????? and did not garner any critical attention. The significance of The Warped Ones, 
however, lies in how it criticizes the dichotomy between the idea of the ?authentic? and the ?imitative? 
by excessively appropriating the cinematic techniques associated with the French Nouvelle Vague. By 
doing so, the film challenges the critics who were too concerned with the idea of the Nouvelle Vague and 
uncovers the inferiority complex towards the West among the Japanese in post-war society.
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